The Organization for Professional Astrology Presents

**Special Online Event**

**OPA LIVE**

**JOIN OPA LIVE ON SUN., JUNE 10 – DO NOT MISS!**

10 am Pacific / 1 pm Eastern / 6 pm U.K. (90 MINUTES)
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Five Leading Astrologers Discuss

**MARS RETROGRADE IN AQUARIUS**

+ **THE UPCOMING LEO/AQUARIUS ECLIPSES**

- **Adam Gainsburg (VA)** – Mars on the Lunar Nodes
- **Sandra Leigh Serio (CO)** – Upcoming Leo/Aquarius Eclipses
- **Kaypacha (Costa Rica)** – Mars Cycle Retrograde in Aquarius
- **Maurice Fernandez (AZ)** – Personal and Mundane Implications of Mars & The Eclipses
- **Maggie Kerr (Australia)** – Mars Square Uranus and the Fixed Cross
Astrology and the Evolution of Consciousness

The depth of Maurice's knowledge is quite impressive. His ability to transmit this wisdom to his students is impressive. He has a gift for adding facets and angles to 'standard knowledge' topics to bring a profound understanding of them. Much of his work feels shamanic event! —A.W.

CHIRON IN HOUSES AND SIGNS
Recordings - 4 sessions of in-depth study of the cycles of Chiron on its evolutionary meaning.

MOON AND VENUS CYCLES
Recordings - 10 Sessions on the intricate cycles of the Moon and Venus, understanding on the Yin side of our chart.

UNDERSTAND ASPECTS IN THE CHART + MARS CYCLES
Recordings - 11 sessions on how to analyze aspects between planets. A comprehensive perspective to make you understand the real meaning of aspects and how to synthesize them. Includes a whole section on the Yod. Mars Cycles – learn about Mars from an evolutionary point of view.

FULL DIPLOMA COURSE IN EVOLUTIONARY ASTROLOGY
(Correspondence + On-Locaton)
For those of you who hear the calling and are ready to master star knowledge. Maurice’s diploma program is one of the most comprehensive and transformative.
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- **Nodal Axis Cycle**: 18.6 years

- **Saros Cycle**: 18 years, 11 days, 6 hours
  - Same family eclipse – different placements

- **Metonic Cycle**: 19 years (4 to 5 occurrences)
  - Same degree eclipse
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Upcoming Eclipses (2018)

• July 12 – Partial Solar: 20 Cancer opposing Pluto at 20 Capricorn
  • Nodes at 5 Leo – Saros 117

• July 27 – Total Lunar: 4 Aquarius/Leo – Conjunct Mars R
  • Saros 129

• August 10 – 18 Leo Quincunx Pluto at 19 Capricorn
  • Saros 155
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